useful in designing such a system, while at the same time showing difficulties to which we had to find solutions. (314) We have designed and built a modular hadron calorimeter for the study of high energy particle interactions which produce particles of high transverse momentum. The energy resolution of this system, and the triggering method for selecting the interactions of interest are described.
INTRODUCTION
Calorimeters, including our own device, have gone through many stages of development since their introduction. The development of our particular calorimeter was dictated by the physics in which we were interested, namely "high pT-jets" (1'21 We The energy calibration utilized three techniques: Uniform pulse height response from, 1) minimum ionizing particles (muons) 2) mono-energetic electrons, and 3) monoenergetic hadrons (pions and protons). Each module was balanced by these techniqueE to give uniform response to ±4% over the entire apparatus. The performance of individual modules and of the complete apparatus was constantly monitored throughout the duration of the experiment using The first layer of the calorimeter array is assembled using modules of a leadscintillator sandwich construction, designated as A' modules. The purpose of these modules is to distinguish between hadronic and electro-magnetic showers. Since the radiation length of lead is much shorter than its absorption length, an electromagnetic shower will develop in lead much more rapidly than will a hadronic shower. Thus, the A-modules have only 3 gaps, while the iron-scintillator sandwich modules have either 16 or 20 gaps. The basic differences between the module types are shown in Table I. (Labs is the length in absorption lengths, Lrad in radiation lengths.)
The iron-scintillator sandwich module is the heart of the calorimeter array. The weighting used for the signal from each module is proportional to the sine of the module andle with respect to the beam in the lab (PT = psin 0). In forming the triggers, we add the PT magnitudes and not the vector pT's.
During our data acquisition for E395, we took data with four basic transverse momentum triggers: A right arm trigger (R), a left arm trigger (L), a summed trigger (L + R) and a single particle trigger (SP) for both the left and right arms. Data for all triggers were taken simultaneously to reduce the possibility of systematic errors. Figure 5 shows the basic electronics necessary to implement a given trigger.
PERFORMANCE AND RESULTS
We determined the response of the calorimeter to different particles and different energies by positioning the calorimeter in beams of various particles at 10, 20 and 50 GeV. By rotating the calorimeter we were able to simulate the trajectories of particles coming from the target when the calorimeter was in its actual data taking position.
Figures 6a and 6b show the pulse height distributions for 20 GeV/c hadrons and electrons. The two positions simulate particles coming from the target with laboratory angles of 150 mr and 200 mr respectively. At 150 mr the hadronic pulse height distribution ends at the peak of the electron pulse height distribution. At 200 mr the hadronic pulse height distribution is approximately the same as for 150 mr, but the electron pulse height distribution is depressed slightly, probably due to error in balancing the module outputs. (9) The resolution (FWHM/PEAK) at 20 GeV/c if 43% for hadrons and 15% for electrons. This is equivalent to a standard deviation of 18% for hadrons and 6% for electrons. Our results typically show that the hadronic pulse height distribution ends near the peak of the pulse height distribution from electrons at the same energy and position. This is especially important for unfolding the calorimeter resolution from the steeply falling PT distribution. If the hadronic pulse height distribution had an extended tail, i.e., if the hadronic pulse height distribution extended appreciably past the peak of the corresponding electron pulse height distribution, then unfolding the calorimeter resolution from a steep PT distribution could become extremely difficultf10''"I As an example of the magnitude of the resolution effect, the resolution shown in Figure 6 , used with particles of about 4 GeV/c PT, gives an apparent cross section at 400 GeV/c, which is 1.9 times the actual cross section.
We measured the p distribution for single particles and for multi-particle clusters. The results from the multiparticle case cannot be readily compared with results from other experiments since no other closely equivalent experiments have been carried out. However, results from our single particle measurements can be compared. We measured a single particle wo invariant cross section(51for PT up 
